Hebrews 13, a re-reading of the whole Epistle?
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Abstract:
The present study aims to show how the last chapter of the Letter to the Hebrews should not be considered in isolation from the rest, but rather as an integral
part of the whole Epistle, despite its peculiar style and vocabulary, and despite
the contemporary criticism that questions its authenticity. A series of theological issues specific to this chapter –but which, indirectly, reveal much about the
condition of the first readers of the Epistle – will also be mentioned, with a stress,
however, on the source and the power of the Christian Altar based on the Sacrifice
of the Cross „outside the gate,” which determines the individualization of the
Christian Cult and its separation from that of the Old Covenant.
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Introduction
The debate over the so-called „literary mystery” of the Letter to the Hebrews
has focused on the fact that this piece of writing ends with an epistolary conclusion (13, 1-21), but has no salutation at the beginning.
If Hebrews (except for its conclusion) should not be seen as a letter or an
epistle,1 but rather as a sermon or homily, the question arises as to whether the
entire text was meant to be presented under the form of a long sermon. In case
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The question of whether the epistle can cover two distinct genres, commonly identified as
„letter” (impersonal, non-literary style) and „epistle” (personal, literary style), has been discussed for
almost a century. However, the latest authors tend to accept the fact that this distinction should not be
overemphasized. (W.-G. Kümmel, Einleitung in das Neue Testament, Heidelberg 171973, 247 et seq.)
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this intention did not exist, other questions arise, such as how it was divided and,
based on this assumption, how the literary cohesion of the entire epistle can be
explained. Thus, we enter the realm of speculations. The problem of extension is
given by the suggestion that Hebrews was a written summary (cf. dia. brace,wn,
13,22) of what the author intended to preach in more detail to his readers.
But the most convenient option is to believe that, in its present shape – and
fully recognising the oral features that made the majority of the scholars consider
this work (1-12) a sermon – Hebrews can be seen as a letter or an epistle whose
author displays abilities of both written and (indirectly) oral communication.2
In addition to the difference in style that has been noticed by many in Hebrews 13,1, the vocabulary, and, up to some extent, the content of chapter 13 differ
from that used in chapters 1-12. The present criticism admits the fact that chapter
13 was written having in view chapters 1-12 (or, anyway, in full knlowledge of
these chapters), but by a different author, for a different situation.3
Thus, chapter 13 is more specific than the rest of the Epistle, both in terms
of the information it offers about the condition of the readers, and in terms of its
recommendations and teachings. However, the same main concerns are being highlighted: like the author has previously emphasized, the readers are faced with a
choice between life and death.
They must hold up the unchanging revelation which found its fulfillment in
Christ and not be afraid or ashamed of the suffering entailed by their belonging to
the community of the faithful, within which they have a privileged status. At the
same time, they must not give in to “strange teachings” (v. 9). The fact that they
have chosen the Christian way must be apparent in their everyday lives, in their
love for and support of each other and in their faithfulness in marriage. All of these
were part of being the people of the New Covenant and of letting God accomplish
His work in the midst of His people.4
Generally, it is accepted that Hebrews 13 belongs naturally with the rest of
the document. Sometimes this chapter has even been treated as the key to the
whole book. The main concern of chapter 13 however only partly matches that of
chapters 1–12. It has been argued by some that 13:22-25 is actually a late insertion
meant to endorse the impression of Pauline authorship.5
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An analysis of the structure of the Epistle as a whole can nevertheless accommodate 13:1-21 as part of the final parenethical section of the Epistle. In many
aspects, this case parallels that of the last chapter of the Fourth Gospel. There too,
although the narrative seems to reach a satisfying conclusion at the end of chapter
20, chapter 21 resumes the narrative, however, with some disruption in regard to
the thread of the preceding chapters, and seeming to address a different situation
than those; chapter 21 has a distinctive tone and is best treated in disjunction with
the rest rather than as part of a whole of 21 chapters.
The relation between chapters 1-12 and ch. 13 can be better explained if we
regard ch. 13 as some kind of re-reading and re-application of chapters 1-12.6 In
fact, it is often argued that Hebrews 13 is the key to understanding the theological
outlook of the Epistle.7 Starting from this premise, we will consider some of the
peculiar features of chapter 13: (1) the distinctive style; (2) the distinctive language and themes; (3) the sudden beginning, which leaves the impression that a
preceding text is assumed; (4) the distinct attitude towards worship and Judaism;
(5) the elements of cohesion with chapters 1 – 12, which must not be disregarded.8
137-56, especially 146-7, 155. Various reasons have made some scholars think that chapter 13, or
certain parts of it, were not originally part of Hebrews. (1) Chapter 13 was treated as an addition targeting a community living in the world in contrast with the monastic community to which chapters
1 – 12 were addressed (Buchanan, G. W., To the Hebrews, Anchor Bible, Garden City, New York,
1972). (2) The language of ch. 13 includes words that do not feature in the rest of the Epistle, or
words used in a different sense than the sense previously employed in chs. 1 – 12 (E. D. Jones, “The
Authorship of Heb. Xiii”, ExpTim 46, 1934-35, 562-567; against C. R. Williams, “A Word Study of
Hebr. XIII”, JBL 30, 1911, 30, 129-136). (3) 13:1 seems to mark a sudden change from ch. 12. (4)
Vv. 1-7 especially are regarded as a random collection of exhortations, without form (Torrey, C. C.,
“The Authorship and Character of the so-called ‘Epistle to the Hebrews’ ”, JBL 30, 1911, 137-156).
All these acknowledged, some scholars simply perceive ch. 13 as an appendix assembled with less
care than the rest of the Epistle (Tasker, R. V. G., “The Integrity of the Epistle to the Hebrews”, ExpTim 47, 1935-1936, 136-138; Spicq, C., “L’authenticité du chapitre XIII de l’épître aux Hébreux”,
ConNT 11, 1947, 226-236).
6
So A. J. M. Wedderburn, The ‘Letter’’ to the Hebrews, 393.
7
F. V. Filson, ‘Yesterday’: A Study of Hebrews in the Light of Chapter 13, SBTH 2nd ser. 4,
London, SCM, 1967, 82.
8
Some scholars argue in favor of coherence both within chapter 13 and between chapter
13 and the rest of the Epistle. (1) J. Thurén divides vv. 1-6 in 3 binary elements, vv. 1-3, 4-5a
and 5b-6 (Das Lobopfer der Hebräer, Abo, Finland, 1973). (2) O. Michel distinguishes 4 pairs
of exhortations, vv. 1-2, 3, 4 and 5-6 (Der Brief an die Hebräer, KEK 13, 1936, 71975). (3) The
author’s concern for life within the community to which he writes and for the behavior of its members had already been expressed before, the latest occurrence before ch. 13 being 12:14ff. Oepke
notes that the theme of the people of God is common to both ch. 13 and the rest of the Epistle
(Oepke, A., Das neue Gottesvolk im Schrifttum, Schauspiel, bildende Kunst und Weltgestaltung,
Gütersloh, Germany, 1950, 72-74). (4) Vanhoye identifies in vv. 1-6 three parts, vv. 1-3, 4 and
5-6, each section containing an element of synonymous parallelism (Vanhoye, A., “La question
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With chapter 13, the tone and the content of the Epistle change. The tone
becomes calmer, more topics are tackled - with each touched upon and none debated exhaustively -, and a series of personal notes are made which involve the
author, his addressees, and various people in the Church. Then follows a formula
of blessing, followed by other personal notes and another concluding blessing.9
Chapter 13 is structured in a much more concise manner, tick-tacking along a series of direct or implied exhortations consisting of parenethical material followed
by a shorter argument, the shortest paragraph like this being vv. 9b-12. The asyndeton10 is frequently used, in stark contrast with the first 12 chapters. It is only in
vv. 13, 16 and 19 and in varia lectio of v. 15 that we find an exhortation introduced
by a conjunction. And it is also only in 11:1-31 that we find a comparable number
of asyndeton; but 11:1-31 stands out from amidst its immediate context (which
talks about forbearance) with its distinctive style and its concern with faith. In fact
11:1-31 and chapter 13 have one more feature in common: it is only in 1:32 and in
13:19, 22-23 that the narrative is told in the first person.
II.
Upon closer scrutiny, the language used in this chapter strikes immediately
by its high percentage of words that occur for the first time within the book of
Hebrews. This is understandable if we think that many of the themes of chapter
13 are actually tackled here for the first time in the whole Epistle. Proper names
littéraire de Hébreux xiii.1-6”, NTS 23, 1977, 121-139). Vanhoye also reviews the language of the
passage and concludes that “there is no serious reason to separate Hebrews 13:1-6 from the rest
of the Epistle” (p. 130). Like Thurén, he goes on to identify similar themes in the parenethical
segments of the Pauline Epistles (1 Thess 4:1-12; Ephes 5:2-5; Col 3,1ff.), but he doesn’t find any
similarity in terms of form. Vanhoye understands vv. 1-6 and 7-19 to be the second and respectively the third paragraph of the section started in 12:14. Dussaut too draws a boundary after v.
6, but goes on to group other verses together, v. 7ff., 9-16 and, respectively, 17-19 (Dussaut, L.,
Synopse structurelle de l’épître aux Hébreux, Paris, 1981, 131-137). W. L. Lane’s detailed account
(Hebrews 1-8, 9-13, Word Biblical Commentary 47a,b, 2 vol., Waco, Texas, 1991, 495-507) leads
to a similar conclusion, except that Lane marks the beginning of a new paragraph at v. 10, not 9.
D. G. Peterson (“Towards a New Testament Theology of Worship”, RTR 43, 1984, 65-73) labels
ch. 13 as relevant for an NT theology of worship.
9
F. V. Filson, ‘Yesterday’: A Study of Hebrews in the Light of Chapter 13, SBTH 2nd ser. 4,
London, SCM, 1967, 14-15.
10
Asyndeton (ἀσύνδετον, “without connection,” sometimes called asyndetism) is a stylistic
technique in which conjunctions are deliberately omitted from related phrases. E.g. veni, vidi, vici.
Here asyndetism can accelerate the pace of a passage, rendering an idea easier to assimilate. In
general, in grammar, an asyndetic coordination is a type of coordination which lacks a coordinating
conjunction.
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and OT quotes excluded, the following terms are to be found in Hebrews only in
chapter 13:11
13:1 - filadelfi,a (cf. Rom 12:10; 1 Thess 4:9; 1 Pt 1:22; 2 Pt 1:7)12
13:2 - filoxeni,a (cf. Rom 12:13; the only other occurrence in the NT);
lanqa,nw (2 times in Lk-Acts; 2 times in 2 Pt); xenizw (7 times in Acts, 2 times
in 1 Pt)13
13:3 - sunde,w (hapax legomenon in the NT): here the perfect participle
(sundedeme,noi14) suggests a period of detension in prison
See A. J. Wedderburn, The ‘Letter’’ to the Hebrews, 395-397.
In the OT, this word is used in 4 Macc 13:23, 26; 14:1 with regard to Eleazar’s seven
martyred sons’ love for each other; also, in relation to brothers according to the flesh (Plutarch,
De Fraterno Amore, 2.478A-492D; Stob. IV, 656-675; avdelfo,thta kai. fili,an, 1 Macc 12:10;
avdelfo,thj, v. 17. In the NT, filadelfi,a is used differently, with regard to the members of the Christian family who are not related in the flesh (H. von Soden in TDNT 1.144-146). A notion typical to
Hebrews: the Christian believers are not only siblings among themselves but also with Christ Himself (2:11, 12, 17). Hebrews does not distinguish too much between filadelfi,a and avga,ph: avga,ph,
is also an activity directed towards the Christian brothers and sisters (6:10; 10:24). Brotherly love
must endure (me,nw, cf. 7:3). The author assumes that such a love exists already, that it is natural to
exist among Christians and, probably, that it is this love that is now being threatened. The author
does not think it necessary to quote reasons why the believers must love each other as brothers and
sisters in the family of Christ.
13
The urge to be hospitable is reinforced by the reference to Abraham, who received as
guests the three ‘men’ (Gen 18:2,16), of which One promised him that his wife Sarah would bear a
son. These visitors are identified to be the same as the two ‘angels’ (19:1, cf. 15ff.) who visit Lot in
Sodom but who refuse his invitation to be his guests (v. 2). The Testament of Abraham highlights
Abraham’s hospitality towards everyone and describes in detail how he received as guest the archangel Michael, “not knowing who he was” (Paul Ellingworth, The Epistle to the Hebrews, 695).
Although the term filoxeni,a occurs in the Greek Bible only here and in Rom 12:13, hospitality is
an important concept in the OT (Gen 19:13; 31:32; cf. Test. Zeb. 6:4ff.; 2 Sam (2 Kings) 12:4; Is
58:7), where lack of hospitality towards strangers is condemned (Sir. 19:13ff.; cf. Jos. Ant. 1.194;
5.141ff.). Hospitality is stressed even more in the Gospels, and especially in Luke (e.g. 7:36ff.;
9:51ff..; 10:38ff.; 14:1ff.). Jesus depends on the hospitality of the hosts who receive Him in the
various places where He travels (e.g. Mk 1:29ff.; 2:15ff.; 14:3ff.). He also stresses its importance
(e.g. Lk 10:34ff.; 11:5; 14:12ff.). Hospitality also becomes part of the tradition of the Early Church
(Rom 12:13ff.; 1 Pt 4:9; cf. 1 Clem.1:2), and is required especially of its leaders (1 Tim 3:2; Tit 1:8;
cf. 1 Tim 5:10). In Hebrews 13:2 hospitality is about receiving those of the same faith, although this
aspect is not necessarily highlighted (see G. Stählin in TDNT 5.20-22).
14
“As if you were together with them in prison”: such an empathy is coherent with the
identification of Jesus Himself with the human nature (4:15; cf. 2:14-18); on the other hand, this
exhoration points to the fact that Christians were facing persecution for their faith right at the moment when the Epistle was written (cf. 11:36).
11

12
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15
Emphatic usage, given the place it occupies in the sentence. This term is mostly used in
Biblical Greek with regard to precious stones, whether literally (e.g. 1 Kings [3 Kings] 7:9-11) or in
eschatological scenarios (e.g. Rev 18:12, 16, 21). This is the only place where it is used with regard
to marriage. In Prov. 6:26, for example, it is used with regard to the precious souls of people who
are in danger because of wayward women; 12:27; 20:6; Acts 5:34, about a good man; Acts 20:24,
about the life of Paul; 1 Pt 1:19, about the blood of Christ; in the NT it never refers to material goods.
16
It is usually used in the plural, meaning ‘wedding’, sometimes ‘festivity’ (Est. 9:22); in
Biblical Greek this is the only place where it is used in the singular, meaning ‘marriage’; in Wisd.
of Sol. 14:24, 26, the plural ga,moi refers to more marriages, not to a single wedding. Evn pa/sin is
understood by most commentators in a neutral sense, meaning ‘in all respects’, as for example in
13:18; cf. evn panti,, v. 21; dia. panto,j, 2:15; kata. pa,nta, 4:15.
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13:4 - ti,mioj15 (1 Cor 3:12; 2 times in Acts, 1 time in 1 Pt and 2 Pt); ga,moj16 (2
times in Lk); koi,th (cf. Rom [13:10]; 13:13 [in malo sensu]); moicoi, (cf. 1 Cor 6:9)
13:5 - avfila,rguroj (cf. 1 Tim 3:3; fila,rguroj in Lk 16:14; 2 Tim 3:2);
tro,poj (5 times in Corpus Paulinum and 5 times in Lk-Acts); avrke,omai (cf. 2 Cor
12:9; 1 Tim 6:8; Lk 3:14)
13:6 - w[ste (39 times in Corpus Paulinum, 13 times in Lk – Acts, 2 times in
1 Pt); qarre,w (only 5 times elsewhere, in 2 Cor )
13:7 - avnaqewre,w (cf. Acts 17:23); e;kbasij (cf. 1 Cor 10:13); avnastrofh,
(3 times in Corpus Paulinum, 6 times in 1 Pt and 2 times in Pt; cf., however,
avnastre,fomai in Heb 10:33; 13:18); mime,omai (but cf. 6:12, mimhth,j)
13:7, 17, 24 - h`gou,menoj (Matt 2:6; Lc 22:26; Acts 7:10; 14:12; 15:22 are the
nearest parallels with this meaning; perhaps even more significant is the fact that
h`ge,omai occurs 3 times in Heb 10 and 1, but with the meaning ‘to consider’, ‘to
think’)
13:8 - evcqe,j (once in Acts and once in Jn)
13:9 - xe,noj in malo sensu, but cf. 11:13: xe,noj in bono sensu; this is the only
place in the NT where didach, is used in the plural); parafe,romai (cf. Lk 22:42);
peripate,w (32 times in Corpus Paulinum, 13 times in Lk-Acts, 1 time in 1 Pt);
also note kalo,n at the beginning of the sentence, followed by an infinitival construction, as in 1 Cor 7:1
13:10 - evxousi,a (27 times in Corpus Paulinum, 23 times in Lk – Acts, 1 time
in 1 Pt)
13:11-13 - e;xw (de 5 ori în Corpus Paulinum, de 19 ori în Lc – Fapte)
13:11 - eivsfe,rw (1 Tim 6:7; de 5 ori în Lk – Acts); zw/on (cf. 2 Pt 2:12);
katakai,w (1 Cor 3:15; 1 time in Lk, 1 time in Acts and 1 time in 2 Pt)
13:11. 13 - parembolh. Also in 11:34, but with a different meaning, i.e. ‘first
line war’; the word also occurs 6 times in Acts, with a meaning close to that of
Hebrews 13, i.e. ‘camp’ or ‘military base’
13:12 - pu,lh (5 times in Lk - Acts)
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13:13 - toi,nun (Lk 20:25; 1 Cor 9:26)
13:15 - ai;nesij17 (hapax legomenon in the NT); besides, Hebrews is the only
place where it is used figuratively; cei/loj is used here about human lips, and in
11:12, about the seashore
13:16 - euvpoii<a18 (hapax legomenon in the NT); koinwni,a (13 times in Corpus Paulinum, 1 time in Acts)
13:17 - u`pei,kw (hapax legomenon in the NT); avgrupne,w (cf. Efes 6:18; Lk
21:36); lo,gon avpodi,dwmi (cf. 1 Pt 4:5; Lk 16:2; Acts 19:40); stena,zw (Rom 8:23;
2 Cor 5:2, 4); avlusitelh,j (hapax legomenon in the NT, but lusitele,w in Lk 17:2)
13:18 - (kalh. sunei,dhsij: this is the first occurrence of this expression in
Hebrews; in other parts of the NT, however, it appears 4 times, but accompanied
by avgaqh, or other adjectives such as ‘pure’ or ‘unsoiled’
13:19 - proseu,comai (19 times in Corpus Paulinum, 35 times in în Lk –
Acts); avpokaqi,sthmi (once each in Lk and Acts)
13:19.23: ta,cion (cf. 1 Tim 3:14)
13:20: avna,gw (Rom 10,7 [also of raising from the dead]; 20 times in Lk –
Acts); poi,mhn (Eph 4:11; 4 times in Lk , once in 1 Pt); pro,baton (Rom 8:36; 3
times in Lk – Acts, once in 1 Pt)
13:21: euva,restoj (8 times in Corpus Paulinum; however, the cognate adverb
occurs in 12:28, and the verb in 11:5-6, as well as 13:16)
13:22: avne,comai (9 times in Corpus Paulinum, once each in Luke and Acts);
evpiste,llw (twice in Acts and rest of NT în Fapte)
13:23: avpolu,w (28 times in Lk – Acts)
The absence of many of these terms in chapters 1-12 can be explained simply
by the fact that the topics they help discuss in chapter 13 did not feature in chapters 1–12 in the first place. Likewise, we note that a whole bunch of key-words
from the exhortations of the first 12 chapters such as u`pomonh,, kate,cw or parrhsi,a
do not feature in chapter 13 anymore. These are both significant details.
The nearest parallel in the NT for qusi,a th/j aivne,sewj is 1 Pt 2:5, avnene,gkai pneumatika.j
qusi,aj. Hebrews uses this verb both for the sin offerings of the Levitical system (7:27a) and for the
sacrifice of Christ Himself (7:27b; 9:28; cf. 1 Pt 2:24); cf. Iac 2:21, on the sacrifice of Isaac on the
altar; Barn12:7; 2 Clem 2:2, on prayers.
18
This term has been attested only twice before this text (C. Spicq, Notes de lexicographie
néotestamentaire, Fribourg and Göttingen, 1978, 327; in Fil. Mut. Nom. 24 nd Ios. Ant. 2.261 with
euvergesi,a; it doesn’t occur on papyri before the 3rd century, and then too, only in Christian writings.
Depending on the context, the meaning varies from a general practice of doing good, like here (cf.
eu= poih/sai, Mc 14:7), to the doing of a certain good deed in particular, such as in Ign. Pol. 7,3 (cf.
eu= pra,ssw, Acts 15:29).
17
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The author’s emphasis on Jesus’ entrance into heaven – instead of the resurrection – is
obviously dictated by his concern to show Christ’s heavenly priesthood.
20
F. F. Bruce, ‘The Kerygma of Hebrews’, Interpretation 23, 1969, 16.
19
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However, even more significant than these could be those words which
do not occur in chapters 1-12 but are synonymous or nearly-synonymous with
the words in chapters 1-12. Some examples in this sense include: w[ste (13:6),
toi,nun (13:13); avvnaqewre,w (13:7), parafe,romai (13:9); eivsfe,rw (13:11); euvpoii<a
(13:16); u`pei,kw (13:17); avna,gw (13:20); katarti,zw (13:21).
Although in chapters 1-12 we read about some resurrections from the dead
(cf. 6:2; 11:35), there is no mention, however, of the resurrection of Jesus. These
chapters talk, nevertheless, about His perfection, often with reference to his earthly passion (clearly in 2:10; probably in 5:9; possibly in 7:28 or, more frequently,
his elevation to the right hand of the Father (1:3.13.; 8:1; 10:12; 12:2). Verse
13:20 is the only explicit reference to the resurrection of Jesus. But the fact that
the resurrection of Jesus is not mentioned anywhere else is not in itself a proof
that its occurrence in chapter 13 is owed to a different author; rather, this reference complicates a scenario already greatly complicated by some scholars who
are divided over where and when the salvific event took place according to the
Epistle to the Hebrews. Indeed, this Epistle talks at length about the fact that Jesus
entered the heavenly sanctuary as the eternal Archpriest, “according to the order
of Melchizedek,” by bringing Himself as the unique salvific sacrifice able to save
all of humankind. In fact, the soteriology of Hebrews depends on and tacitly assumes a union of the earthly event of the Cross with Jesus’ entrance into Heaven.19
Verse 13:20 is remarkable for other distinctive features as well: (1) God is
called “the God of peace”; (2) although Jesus as God is called ‘Lord’ in other parts
as well, the full phrase “the Lord Jesus” does not have any direct parallel in chapters 1–12; (3) the Covenant or Testament which had previously been described as
“better” (7:22; 8:6) or “new” is now qualified as “eternal.”
In 13:8 we are told: “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.” This statement, apparently isolated, does not seem to link syntactically with
what precedes and what follows it, and appears to be unrelated to the context of
exhortations where it occurs. Traditionally, this verse has been understood metaphysically, just like verse Exod. 3:14. F. F. Bruce is therefore justified to claim
that the entire Epistle derives from it and that all the themes of the Epistle are
related to it20. One clue to this puzzle might be the somewhat bizarre order of the
words where “yesterday and today” are separated from “forever” by o` auvto,j. In
the broad sense of these terms, “yesterday and today” corresponds to those of the
past generation and those of the present generation to whom the Epistle is written,
and who were the target of v. 7. “And forever” is the new information, and draws
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attention to the great theme of Christ’s eternal priesthood (5:6 = Ps 109:4 LXX).
His sacrifice will be remembered in v. 12, and its eternal nature, in v. 20. The nearest NT parallel to this is the description of God in Apoc 1:4: “Him who is, and who
was, and who is to come.”21
III.
From 5:11 – 6:3 it results that the problem with the addressees was their
inability to understand a basic element of Christian teaching, whereas in 13:9 the
problem lies rather with the ‘strange’ teachings. The warning about foods in 13:9
is, however, a new concern with respect to chapters 1 – 12.
The first part of Hebrews treats the addressees as a group. Verse 13:7 introduces, for the first time, a distinction, the author raising the topic of the attitude
of the addressees towards their leaders, first of all, their former leaders, then, in
13:17 and 13:24, their present ones. It seems that the leaders in 13:7 were already
deceased, since the author urges the readers to remember them and the way they
ended their earthly lives, and to imitate their faith. On the other hand, the leaders in13:17 were probably still alive, since the readers are urged to obey them
and since the author sends them his greetings along with the greetings to “all the
saints” in 13:24.
IV.
The important topic of worship is brought up again in Heb 13:10-16. While
in 7:13 the author mentions the altar of the Old Covenant, in 13:10 we find out that
Christians have an altar of their own. The same verse mentions a ‘tent’, but the
term is not qualified. If we look back in the text we see that verses 8:5 and 9:21 do
mention, however, “the true tent” (8:2) or “the first tent” (9:2, 6, 8), “the tent called
the Holy of Holies” (9:3) or “the greater and more perfect tabernacle” (9:11). Apart
from echoing this notion, chapter 13 introduces and expands on an aspect of the old
worship that had not been mentioned at all in the first part of the book, i.e., the fact
that the bodies of the sacrifice animals were burnt outside the camp (13:11). This
motif is applied then to Christ, who suffered His passion outside the city gates – and
then to the Christians, who must come out of the camp, taking upon themselves ‘His
disgrace’ (vv. 12-13). Jesus’ salvific work is therefore located on earth with more
clarity and specificity than ever before in the preceding chapters. In fact, the call of
‘entering’ into rest (4:11) – or of ‘coming unto’ the throne of grace (4:16), coming to
God (7:25; cf. 10:22; 11:6) or the Mount Sion (12:22) – is now replaced by the call
to ‘come out’. We may safely assume that, for the author of chapter 13, ‘outside the
camp’ has become the Holy of Holies of the sanctuary.22
21
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1. “Christ’s disgrace” (Heb 11:26)
Listing the heroes of the faith, the author mentions at last how Jesus “endured
the cross” (u`pe,meinen stauro,n) and “scorned its shame” (aivscu,nhj katafronh,saj,
12:2). Such wording echoes the language used with regard to the Maccabean martyrs (4 Macc 6:9; 13:1; 14:1. 11; 16:2).25 More than those, Jesus “endured opposition from sinners” (u`ppmemenhko,ta ... avntilogi,an). Given all the emphasis placed
on the death of Jesus, it is clear that by this opposition the author means much
more than verbal abuse.
S. Lehne says that Hebrews 13:9-16 contains all the marrow of the Epistle “in a nutshell”
(The New Covenant in Hebrews, JSNTSup 44, Sheffield, JSOT, 1990, 157, n. 129).
24
In the history of interpretation (Schierse, F. J., Verheissung und Vollendung. Zur theologische Grundfrage der Hebräerbriefes, Munich, 1955, 189 sqq.), the general trend has been for
Catholic exegetes to develop a eucharistic interpretation, the text being thus read as foundational
for the sacrificial nature of the Liturgy, whereas Protestant exegetes took the ‘altar’ to denote Christ
Himself (de ex., F. F. Bruce, P. E. Hughes), or His Cross (e.g. Delitzsch, Montefiore, Morris), or
a heavenly altar (Cambier, Theissen, Williamson). The strongest piece of evidence for a versatile
reading of qusiasth,rion is probably to be found in the Epistle itself, where 12:22-24 clearly refers
to worship as already practiced by the addressees, although the language used here fades out the
boundary between heaven and earth (cf. Paul Ellingworth, The Epistle to the Hebrews, 711-712).
25
N. C. Croy, Endurance in Suffering: Hebrews 12,1-13 in its Rhetorical, Religious, and
Philosophical Context, SNTSMS 98, Cambridge, CUP, 1998, 187.
23
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Hebrews 13:9-16 has been regarded as one of the most important sections of
the Epistle.23 Moreover, vv. 9-14 are ranked among the most difficult texts in the
NT. One topic of debate is, of course, whether the verses refer to the Eucharist
or not, the puzzle being related to the meaning of qusiasth,rion (v. 10);24 other
topics of dissension include the ‘strange teachings’ (v. 9a) and the nature of the
‘foods’ which are not good for those who get carried away with them (v. 9b),
or the exact identity of “those who minister at the tabernacle” (v. 10) and what
exactly is meant by the quote (in v. 11) from Lev 16:27. Finally, what is meant
by the call of coming outside the camp, to Jesus (evxercw,meqa pro.j auvto.n e;xw th/j
parembolh/j, v. 13)? Was this merely a mental disposition or did it also involve
tangible action? And why would coming outside the camp bring about disgrace
and abuse? Is this abuse only verbal abuse, or does also refer to the physical passion of Jesus outside the gate?
It is not the first time that the author uses the word “disgrace” (ovneidismo,j).
This words also describes, elsewhere, the previous experience of suffering of the
addressees (10:33) and also denotes the acceptance by Moses of “the disgrace of
Christ” (o` ovneidismo.j tou/ Cristou/), which he preferred over the luxury of Egypt
(11:26). This last example endorses the author’s exhortation to his readers in 13:13
to bear “the disgrace that He bore.” Which is, then, the disgrace born by Christ?
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The language used to describe Christ’s passion also suggest the way in which
He dies (13:12).26 This is clear, for example, in 2:9, where we read about to. pa,qhma
tou/ qana,tou. Likewise, in 9:25-28 the author draws a connection between the necessity of Jesus’ passion (e;dei auvto.n paqei/n) and His death. This connection is made
clear by means of 3 other statements: (1) Christ brought Himself (i[na ... prosfe,erh|
e`auto,n) once and for all (a[pax prosenecqei,j, v. 28); (2) Christ made Himself a sacrifice (qusi,a, v. 26); and (3) Christ died for all (a[pax avpoqanei/n, v. 27).27
The author therefore identifies the passion of Jesus with His death by crucifixion, and this is what the disgrace of Christ means to Him. Christ’s disgrace
thus involves much more than social marginalization. Further, the author seems
to know the place where Jesus’ passion took place, and this seems to be important
to him.
2. “Outside the city gate” (Hebrews 13:12)
“Outside the city gate” designates the physical location where Jesus was crucified – outside the city of Jerusalem. This sentence also seems to imply that Jesus
had been rejected by His own Davidic city. According to A. T. Hanson “the essence of the Messiah’sh reproach was that he should be rejected by his own”.28 In
13:12 (“And so Jesus also suffered outside the city gate to make the people holy
through His own blood”) we can see clearly a reference to Lev 16:27, where we
read that the calf and the buck brought as sacrifice for the cleansing of the Temple
on the Day of Atonement were then brought outside of the camp to be burnt.
3. “Those who minister at the tabernacle” (Heb 13:10)
Based on the Jewish law with regard to the right of the priests to eat from the
meat brought as sacrifice, the author argues that “those who minister at the Tabernacle” (v. 10) were excluded from the Christian altar. The Law stipulated that the
priests had to eat from the sin offering (Lev 6:19, 22) and parts of other offerings
(Lev 7:6; 1Cor 9:13). There was, however, an exception to this general principle:
if the blood was shed in the tent of meeting or in the Holy of Holies, then the
priests were commanded not to eat from the sin offering. In this case the sacrifice
meat was burnt outside of the camp (Lev 6:30; 16:27).
This seems to imply that the old order and the new are mutually exclusive.
Those who serve the tabernacle or the Levitical system cannot at the same time
In general, the Romans used to crucify their convicts in a public space outside the city, on
a busy route (see M. Hengel, Crucifixion, London, SCM, 1977, 87).
27
The author draws a parallel between the mortality characteristic of all humans (a[pax
avpoqanei/n, v. 27) and the death of Jesus. This can be seen in the introductory phrase (ou[twj kai. o`
Cristo,j, v. 28a) and its linguistic relatives (a[pax prosenecqei,j, v. 28b).
28
A. T. Hanson, The Reproach of Messiah in the Epistle to Hebrews, SE 7, TU 126, 1982, 239.
26
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adhere to the new economy in Christ. The very Levitical rules exclude that, since
the ministers of the tabernacle are forbidden to eat from the sacrifice brought on
the Day of Atonement. „Fagei/n ouvk e;cousin evxousi,an oi` th/| skhnh/| latreu,ontej
(“We have an altar from which those who minister at the tabernacle have no right
to eat,” 13:10), the author duly notes. Since the Sacrifice of Jesus is a sacrifice on
the Day of Atonement of sin, the priests of the Levitic Law are forbidden to partake of it. It is a sacrifice that has to be received by grace, and not by the mouth of
a priest (ca,riti, ouv brw,masin, 13:9; cf. Lev 10:16-20) of the Old Covenant.
Based on 8:5; 9:2,3,6,8,21, the “tabernacle” in 13:10 appears to be a generic
name for the Levitical law. This contrasts with those places where the author refers to Jesus’ mission, where he uses phrases such as the true tabernacle or the
greater and more perfect tabernacle (8:9; 9:11). Although the language in 13:10
specifically designates the priests, it actually includes all those who are still bound
by the Levitical system. Those who offer “ceremonial foods” (v. 9) and “minister
at the tabernacle” (v. 10) are the same. Both expressions designate Judaism and,
generically, all those whose community and worship theory (if not also practice)
is bound by the Levitical system. The author clearly aims to guide his readers to a
worship that is detached, distinctive and independent with respect to Judaism. The
Christian altar is, of course, Golgotha, for an altar is a place of sacrifice, and the
sacrifice the Christians have in mind is located outside the gate of the camp, since
that is the place where Jesus suffered his passion in order that, with His blood, we
all may be cleansed. The language of this passage is extremely cultic and reminds
of the Day of Atonement, with its offering for the sin of the “people” (kai. r`anei/
evp'-auvtou/ - tou/ qusiasth,riou - avpo. tou/ ai[matoj tw/| daktu,lw| e`pta,kij kai. kaqariei/
auvto. kai. a`gia,sei auvto. avpo. tw/n avkaqarsiw/n tw/n ui`w/n Israhl, Lev 16:19 LXX).
Hebrews highlights the fact that Jesus’ death is efficacious for the “people” (2:17;
5:3; 7:27; 9:7; 13:11). The altar “we have” is Jesus’ historical death on the Cross,
the Cross becoming the tangible expression of this altar, the tool of forgiveness
and a source of encouragement for the persecuted community.
It was the Law itself and the Day of Atonement regulations that forbid those
of the Old Covenant to participate in the new Sacrifice of Golgotha. As the Lord
said, to try to accommodate the new in the old triggers a destructive tension (Mk
2:21-22: “No one sews a patch of unshrunk cloth on an old garment. Otherwise,
the new piece will pull away from the old, making the tear worse. And no one
pours new wine into old wineskins. Otherwise, the wine will burst the skins, and
both the wine and the wineskins will be ruined. No, they pour new wine into new
wineskins”). The author calls the readers to commit themselves exclusively to
their altar, that is, the Cross on Golgotha.
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4. “Outside the camp” (Hebrews 13:11,13)
The readers are urged to leave the Levitical framework and to express themselves as a distinct worshipping community, outside of the camp of Israel, regardless of the risks entailed by such a choice. A strong affirmation of their faith in
Jesus as the Messiah might bring upon them the disgrage born by Christ, which
they have themselves experienced in the past. If this should come about, the author urges them to patience (13:13). The broader context of Hebrews forcefully
suggests that the author is trying to make them abandon their nostalgia about the
Jewish practice and thought.29 They were in danger of getting lost (2:1), not entering God’s rest (4:1), falling from the faith (6:6), trampling the Son of God underfoot (10:29), failing in courage (10:32), becoming weary (12:3), rejecting God’s
call (12:25) and being deluded (13:9).
There are three main reasons why the addressees of this epistle may have felt
tempted to allign their worship with practices of the synagogue: (1) the desire to
share in the benefits of a recognized identity, i.e., the ancient religion of Israel30;
(2) Judaism was a religio licita, claiming to be part of it sheltered Christians from
persecution by the Romans31; (3) before the year 70, in the context of a rising
anti-Roman animosity amongst the Jews in Palestine, the Jews were forcing the
Christians to participate to their feast meals as a pledge of loyalty to the nation, the
Holy City, and the Temple.32
5. “Bearing the disgrace He bore” (Hebrews 13:13)
The small Christian enclaves of the early Church must have been constantly
tempted to take shelter within the larger, established Jewish communities. Reasons for this may have been either the desire to avoid Roman persecution (which
seems unlikely) or to identify with the Jews as opposed to the Romans (more likely). Persecution and how to deal with it are topics discussed at length in Hebrews.
29
S. G. Wilson, ‘The Apostate Minority’, Mighty Minorities? Minorities in Early Christianity
– Positions and Strategies: Essays in Honour of Jacob Jervell on his 70th Birthday, ed. D. Hellholm
et. al.; Oslo, Scandinavian University, 1995, 205.
30
It is estimated that the Roman world around the Mediterranean Sea had a population of c.
60 million people, of which c. 7-10% were Jews. From a religious point of viw the society could be
divided simply into two distict (albeit unequal) groups: Jews and Gentiles. Towards the end of the
first century the Christian community counted a few thousands, that is, a minority. As they themselves had understood, they were no longer under the Law (Rom 6:14), i.e. adherents to Judaism, nor
Gentiles, since they had abandoned the worshipping of idols and worshipped the true God (1 Thess
1:9). In order to define their place in the Greek-Roman world, the Christians were tempted to interact
either with the Gentile society (1 Cor, Rev) or with the Jewish society (Galatians). The addressees of
Hebrews seem to fall in the latter category.
31
This hypothesis favors a date before the AD 70 for the writing of the Epistle.
32
In this case, their fear was not so much of the Romans as rather of Jewish scorn and social
rejection.
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In light of the above, the Epistle seems to be most accurately dated before
the year 70. The author does not primarily want to comfort the persecuted Christians with the hope of a heavenly sanctuary far above the ruins of Jerusalem. His
emphasis is not on Christians being depossessed but rather on their faith being put
to test. His addressees probably being a community of Judeo-Christians, we must
remember that in early Christianity there was nothing that was not connected in
a way or another with Judaism. Besides, we have reasons to think that Christians
moving away from Judaism were facing not only loss of status and social prestige
but also the possibility of physical abuse and confiscation of property. In some
cases physical or verbal abuse was enough to fuel the fears of the Christian communities. The news of the martyrdom of Stephen, Jacob or Antipas undoubtedly
spread fast. If they couldn’t be sure about what the future had in store for them,
the Christians nevertheless had good reasons to fear that asserting themselves as
Christians in the context of insecurity and terror of their world could jeopardize
not only their well-being but their very life.
The Epistle (4:16; 6:1; 7:25; 10:22; 11:8; 12:22; 13:14) clearly suggests
therefore that its addressees were not so much in danger of relapsing into Judaism
as they were in danger of stagnating and not having the courage to separate themselves completely from Judaism. It is this lukewarmness in asserting their Christian faith in a clear and authoritative way as well as a tendency of fraternizing with
the synagogue that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews seeks to address.
We have two reasons to support this idea. (a) The food regulations (Heb 13:9).
The plural brw,mata is used in Mal 1:7,12 (LXX) with regard to the foods offered
at the altar. 13:9b most likely suggests a worship context too.33 Xe,naij didacai/j
are in fact those practices that the author judges to be alien to Christ’s community.
Those practicing such alien teachings and those serving the Tabernacle belong to a
different religious philosophy than that of the author of the Epistle. (b) “Let us…
go to him outside” (Heb 13:13). This call involves abandoning a place of safety
for a place vulnerable to persecution. Most importantly, this exhortation commands a breach with Judaism and a full adoption of Christianity as a religion on its
own, regardless of the difficulties that this might entail. Coming “out” of earthly
safety means, however, entering “into” the heavenly world. Beyond this figurative
reading, the religious-cultic language language of the exhortation, as well as its urgent character, rather suggest a real historical situation to which the readers of the
Epistle are called to respond. As the readers know very well from personal experience (10:32-34; note in v. 33 the linking word ovnei,dismoi), and from the example
of Christ which they are called to follow, a response in the direction suggested by
the author of the Epistle would bring them tribulations (v. 13).
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6. “For here we do not have an enduring city” (13:14)
The fact of not having here on earth an enduring city is, no doubt, part of the
‘shame’ that the readers are called to bear share with Christ. Just like the righteous
mentioned in 11:38, who wandered in deserts and mountains, in caves and holes in
the ground, those go come outside of the camp will not have an earthly homeland
or city to protect and shelter them. Their strength is their faith in God’s coming
city (me,llousa [po,lij], 13:14; cf. 11:10,16; 12:22). The statement that the community of Jesus does not have an enduring earthly city implies a schism between
Christianity and Judaism. Undoubtedly, Jerusalem was the heart of the Judaic
world, the holy place, privileged and idealized (Is 48:2: “the holy city”; Ps 46:4;
86:2; “God’s city,” “the Lord’s city”; Ps 49:8: “the city of the almighty Lord”; Ps
49:2: “the beautiful city”; Ps 47:2; Mt 5:35: “the City of the Great King”; Is 33:20:
“Sion, the city of feasts,” “the place of peace,” etc.).34 To give up Jerusalem as
centre of the world is to abandon Judaism.
The content and the nature of the confession of faith
The content and the nature of the confession (o`mologi,a) of faith of the addressees has been subject to a long lasting debate. The unique reference and clear
description of that confession in 13:15 reveals the content of this confession to be
“His Name” (tw/| ovno,mati auvtou/), and its nature is that of a spiritualized worship
expressed in the sacrifice of praise (avnafe,rwmen qusi,an aivne,sewj). Although the
content of the confession of faith may seem to be o` qeo,j, the fact that the author
does not mention any specific name for God in any of the 12 preceding chapters
may invalidate this hypothesis. In Hebrews there is nothing comparable to the
pneumatological Pauline prayer “Abba, Father!” (Rom 8:15; Gal 4:6). To suggest
an approximation of o` qeo,j towards the end of the Epistle would be in sharp contrast with the parenetical strategy of the author, which is Christocentric.
Apart from the fact that all the key passages (4:14-16; 10:19-25) have a filial
focus, two other passages (6:4-8 and 10:26-31) warn that erroneous beliefs about
and confessions of the Son of God are apostasy. Moreover, this unspecified confession, tw/| ovno,mati auvtou/, seems to be an intentional reminder of the beginning of
the drama35 of glorification (1:5), where the superior name (1:4) is revealed to be
that of ‘Son’. In fact, the logic of the thread in 5:5-6 seems to indicate that the Fa34
For the centrality of Jerusalem for Judaism, see K. H. Tan, The Zion Traditions and the
Aims of Jesus, SNTSMS 91, Cambridge, CUP, 1997, 30-51; R. S. Hess and G. J. Wenham, ed., Zion,
City of our God, Grand Rapids, MI/Cambridge, UK, Eerdmans, 1999.
35
In regard to the central theme of Christ’s eternal priesthood, some exegetes speak of a
“liturgical drama in the heavenly sanctuary” (e.g. J. Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter
to the Hebrews, SNTSMS 75, Cambridge, Cambridge University,1992, 261; L. T. Johnson, “The
Scriptural World of Hebrews”, Interpretation 73.3, 2003, 237 seq.)
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V.
It appears therefore very clear that it is impossible to deny the connection
between the two sections of the book. Apart from the cultic imagery mentioned
above there are other common themes and motifs as well. Some examples include:
soldarity with those in prisons (10:43; 13:3); the call to faith (11:4 – 12:2; 13:7);
the necessity of partaking in the disgrace born by Jesus (11:26; 13:13); the quest
for the heavenly city to come (11:10,16; 12:22; 13:14); the essential elements of
the general Christian heritage such as faith and grace, etc.
Such connections do not come as a surprise if we accept that the two sections of the book were not written independently of each other. If indeed there was
someone who added chapter 13 to the first 12 chapters, then this person has done
so in full knowledge of the content matter of those chapters, and possibly thinking that the they served his own purpose well enough fo him to recycle them in
the situation that he wanted to address. We may even hypothesise that the first 12
chapters receive from this author their first usage and interpretation. Chapter 13
appears therefore to have been written specifically in view of accompanying the
36

125-126.
37

Scott D. Mackie, “Confession of the Son of God in Hebrews”, New Test. Stud., 53, 2007,
Cf. Paul Ellingworth, The Epistle to the Hebrews, 722.
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ther’s declaration about Jesus’ High Priesthood depends on a previous declaration
about sonship. Now, while some argue that Christ’s High Priesthood and Sonship
are inseparable in the confession of faith (cf. e.g. 4:14-16), we know, at any rate,
that the Christology of Sonship precedes the Christology of the High Priesthood.36
Thus far the author of Hebrews has shown that there is a Christian altar (that
belongs with the Church) and that it is distinct from the Levitical altar. Now, in vv.
15-16, he adds two more specific clarifications, identifying the Christian offerings
with (1) praise and (2) the good deeds: “Therefore, let us continually offer to God
a sacrifice of praise – the fruit of lips that confess His name. And do not forget to
do good and to share with others, for with such sacrifices God is pleased.”
Praise is brought (offered) to God through Jesus (cf. 7:27), more specifically, it is through His sacrifice that the believers have access to God. As in 1:2,
the preposition dia, conveys the idea of mediation or intercession. Toiau,taij ...
qusi,aij (“such sacrifices”) are implicitly contrasted not with the Lord’s Supper
(Braun) but rather with the material sacrifices of the Old Covenant. Previously in
the Epistle the author had insisted so much on the uniqueness of Christ’s sacrifice
that he can now apply the same term qusi,a (cf. 5:1; metaphorically: 13:15) to the
answer of the Christians with no fear of confusion, and with no suggestion that
their good deeds would automatically attract God’s favor.37
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preceding sections of the document. It conveys an essential message which can
hardly be divorced from the conceptual concerns of Hebrews 1 – 12.38
***
1. In Hebrews 13:10-16 we encounter again a Christological theme that is
fundamental for the comprehension of Christian worship which derives its source
from the uniqueness of Christ’s sacrifice on the Cross. Aside from this topic, Hebrews 13 also gives insights into the circumstances in which the Epistle was written, and also highlights the profile of its indended addressees.
If it is clear that the author of the Epistle is not Paul, we do know, however,
that he belonged to the Pauline circle; that he was expecting to journey together
with Timothy (13:23); that, according to his own description, he was one of those
who had not himself heard the Lord preaching the Gospel (2:3-4); that he was one
of the ‘elders’ of the community; and that he took his pastoral duties seriously, writing down his ‘word of exhortation’ (13:22) that it may reach the entire community.
In addition, the fact that he expresses his wish to “be restored” to the community
soon suggests that he knew its members personally. His homily (1:1-13,21) and his
personal note (13:22-25) are meant to compensate for his physical absence until the
moment when he is able to be with them in person again (13:19,23).
As for the situation of the addressees, the author specifically targets a certain
community, as opposed to its leaders or other communities (13:17,24). Most probably,
this was an urban (13:14) community, as results from the parenetical concerns voiced
in 13:1-6: hospitality towards “strangers” (13:2); the “remembering” of those Christians that were imprisoned or persecuted (13:3); the holiness of marriage, and sexual
purity (13:4); care to avoid greed and love for money (13:5-6). The writer is well-informed about his adressees’ previous experiences (13:7). When he mentions the list of
martyrs in 11:35-38, culminating with Jesus, whose death on the cross defied its shame
(12:2-3; 13:12) his readers can sense the likelihood of an impending persecution.39
The sacrifice in which the Christians are rooted lies outside the rights and
privileges of the Levitical time. Christian worship must therefore centre around
the sacrifice of praise (13:15), and Christians must not be bound by the Levitical system because this system is about to be abolished (8:13). The author warns
warns his readers that if they don’t stop depending on the old ways and do not
strive to make progress on their Christian path they might risk losing their identity
W. L. Lane, Hebrews, WBC 47A and B, Dallas, Word, 1991, lxviii.
The allusions to some strange teachings and to the foods suggest a stage of blending
between the Christian community and the Jewish gatherings. This delayed the crystallization of the
Christian community as an independent entity: they are still in the basic stage of instruction and need
to struggle, not being able to digest solid food (5:11 – 6:2).
38
39
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even in the most basic of their former truths. He therefore exhorts them to leave
behind their relative confidence in a recognized religion and take shelter instead
in Christ’s sacrifice. If this entailed being counted as members of a sect despised
by all (Tacitus, Annals, 15.44.2-5)40 then they could thus partake of the “disgrace”
born by Christ. Their homeland must be God’s future and unseen world, and not
the earthly Jerusalem.
The goal of Hebrews 13:9-14 – just like the call to enter rest (chapters 3 – 4)
or to approach the sanctuary with confidence (chapters 9 – 10) or to walk forward
looking into the future by faith (chapter 11) – is that of urging the persecutd and
disillusioned Christians to live their life in Christ without compromise, and without hesitating to accept the consequences. To reach this goal the author uses creatively detail imagery from the Day of Atonement, drawing an analogy between
that ritual and the Passion of Christ to outline a model of enduring faith.41 Spiritual
apathy must be healed, and apostasy, prevented.
2. Treated separately, the first 12 chapters belong to a certain literary gene,
but the addition of chapter 13 impresses upon them a different genre. Evidence
in this sense is 13:22 (“Brothers, I urge you to bear with my word of exhortation, for I have written you only a short letter”): the addressees will receive lo,goj
th/j paraklh,sewj, which the author is sending to them in the form of an epistle
(evpe,steila, the verb corresponding to evpistolh, cf. Acts 15:20; 21:25). It is difficult to establish whether paraklh,sij designates encouragement or exhortation
due to the fact that it obviously pertains to both. However, we know that lo,goj
suggests a speech or a sermon, as for example in Acts 13:15 (although this message could originally have had a written form).42 Paul’s message in the synagogue
in Pisidian Antioch labelled as lo,goj paraklh,sewj may well have also conveyed
encouragement, but the expression itself normally designates a homily or sermon.
Clearly, that sermon in particular was oral, as it may have originally been the case
for Hebrews too; but lo,goj is used for oral and written messages alike (Fapte 1:1;
cf. Efes 3:3; 1Pt 5:12). Some authors (e.g. Trudinger) think that dia. brace,wn (“in
short”) refers only to Hebrews 13.43 Feld (following Guthrie) reads here an implicit contrast between a short letter and a longer personal encounter.44
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Alternatively, though, the first 12 chapters can well stand on their own. Their
abrupt beginning may suggest that their original introduction has been lost, but
this does not necessarily have to be the case, since we know of other writings that
skip directly to medias res.45 If the first 12 chapters were initially written for a
different purpose and for a different kind of readers, then the abruptness of the first
lines of this writing does not appear so puzzling anymore.46
As we have seen above, the arguments against the authenticity of Hebrews
13 include: the chapter seems to start abruptly and marks a sudden change in the
mode of expression and in theme; there seems to be no smooth transition from the
preceding parenetical unit (12:14-29); th presence of catechetical principles typical of Peter or Paul47 as well as the content of this chapter distinguishes it from the
rest of the epistle.
Greater in number, the elements of similarity with Hebrews 1 – 12 which constitute as many arguments in favor of the authenticity of Hebrews 13 include: the
lexicon and the main concepts, reference to the Pentateuch and the Psalms, and the
structure; then, the literary signature encoded in the use of chiasm (13:2,4,10,14
and 10-16), of paranomasia or the word play (13:2,18,20,22), the unusual order of
the words intended for emphatic purposes (13:8,11,20), the refined style (13:17),
the linguistic rhythm (13:3), assonance (13:4,5,9,13,14,16), alliteration (13:5,19),
emphatic syntax (13:3,4,5,9,11,15,18,20) and classical idiomatic expressions
(13:2,5,15,17).
We conclude that not only was Hebrews 13 written by the same author but it
was also intended to accompany the text that precedes it. Its essential message can
hardly be separated from the main themes of Hebrews 1 – 12. The link between
Hebrews 13:1-21 and Hebrews 12:14-29 lies in 12:28, where the community is
E.g. Dio Chrysostom’s Discourse 75 “On the law” starts abruptly: ;Estin de. o` no,moj tou/
bi,ou me,n h`gemw,n,... In fact, this is characteristic of many of Dio’s speeches, in the form which has
been passed down to us: they lack an elaborate introduction and cut directly into the subject of the
speech. Of course, it is possible that this may actually be due simply to an incomplete transmission
of the text.
46
If we accept a different author for chapter 13, then we can say that it is possible that
whatever came before 1:1 did not suit the purposes of this author and thus he left out the introduction without replacing it. However, it must be said that, although there have been hypotheses
about the loss of the original greeting and about the addition of chapter 13, the integrity of
Hebrews is generally accepted. Some scholars will continue to argue that 13:22-25 is an addition made for the purpose of impressing upon the book a Pauline signature (Raymond Brown
etc., ed., Introducere şi comentariu la Sf. Scriptură, vol. I, trad. Dumitru Groşan, Ed. Galaxia
Gutenberg, 2005, 1080).
47
1 Thess 5:12-22; Rom 12:21; 13:8-10; 1 Pt 3:8-12.
45
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called to worship God by means of thanksgiving. This concept is developed in
13,1-21, where various aspects of life are shown to be opportunities to express
one’s devotion to God.48
The issues raised in this paper may be instrumental in understanding the
“literary enigma” of Hebrews, as William Wrede called it,49 and no less important
for our exegesis of this book.

